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Abstract. BCH codes are subclass of cyclic codes with strong properties and have been known
for years. In 1994, Chen, Reed, Helleseth, and Truong proposed a decoding procedure for t-error-
correcting codes via CRHT syndrome variety using computation of lexicographical Gröbner bases
of the ideal. In 2005, Orsini and Sala added polynomial χl,l̃, 1 ≤ l < l̃ ≤ t, to a system of algebraic
equations I to make sure that the position of any two errors are distinct or at least one of them
is zero. In 2014, Takuya Fushisato proposed a modified system J to solve 2-error-correcting BCH
codes problem. Here the polynomial τj ∈ J is a divisor of σj and contain all possible syndromes
of type 0, αi1 , αi1 + αi2 ∈ Fqm as roots. Generally, τj may be regarded as the minimal polynomial
of the roots. In this paper, Fushisato’s system is generalized into K in which Ωj ∈ K contains all
possible roots of t-error-correcting BCH codes in the set Sol ⊆ Fqm . Using the system of polyno-
mials K, the general error locator polynomials of 3-error-correcting codes could be computed and
the computation time of some codes were reduced.
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1 Introduction

Communication is one of essential components of human beings. The main purpose of a commu-
nication system is to deliver any messages effectively from sender to receiver. In a communication
system, there are many possibilities that there will be errors due to communication channel. To
overcome these problems, researchers develop a field of study named coding theory. In general,
coding theory deals with the construction of strong codes with good encoding and decoding proce-
dures. Some codes with strong properties are called BCH codes. BCH codes are subclass of cyclic
codes in which many algebraic tools can be applied.

Let Fqm be the splitting field of xn − 1 over Fq. Let α ∈ Fqm be a primitive nth root of unity
such that

n−1∏
i=0

(x− αi) = xn − 1.

A BCH code C can be seen as Fq-kernel of parity-check matrix

H =


1 αi1 α2i1 . . . α(n−1)i1

1 αi2 α2i2 . . . α(n−1)i2

...
...

...
. . .

...
1 αir α2ir . . . α(n−1)ir

 .
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Assume that there are errors in the transmission. The errors are collected in an error vector

~e = (e0 . . . en−1) = (0 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k1−1

a1
↑
k1

0 . . . 0al
↑
kl

0 . . . 0at
↑
kt

0 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−kt−1

)

where t is the maximum number of errors, k1, . . . , kt denote the error location and a1, . . . , at denote
the error value. Then the syndrome vector can be computed by multiplying parity-check matrix
H with the transpose of error vector ~eT . That is, ~sT = H~eT . Every entry sj of ~sT can be written
in following equation,

t∑
l=1

al(α
ij )

kl − sj = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ r (1)

To correct errors in a received message, equation 1 needs to be solved. The following notations
will be used from now on. Let X = (x1 . . . xr) be the syndrome vector ~s, Z = (zt . . . z1) be the
vector which each entries zl denotes the error location αkl or zero since there is a possibility that
only µ ≤ t errors occur (µ is the exact weight of error vectors ~e), and Y = (y1 . . . yt) be the vector
which each entries denotes the error values corresponding to the error locations.

By using X, Y , and Z, equation 1 could be rewritten as

fj :

t∑
l=1

ylz
ij
l − xj = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ r (2)

In this case, the range of all possible solution is very huge. But from the definitions of errors and
syndromes, several equations can be added to restrict the range of the solutions. Chen, Reed,
Helleseth, and Truong add following equations to restrict equation 2.

σj : xq
m

j − xj = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ r since xj ∈ Fqm , (3)

ηi : zn+1
i − zi = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ t since (αij )

kl
are either nth roots of unity or zero, (4)

λi : yq−1i − 1 = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ t since al ∈ Fq \ {0}. (5)

Equations 2, 3, 4, and 5 are collected in system F = {fj , σj , ηi, λi | 1 ≤ j ≤ r, 1 ≤ i ≤ t}. The
variety defined by F is then called as CRHT syndrome variety.

The Gröbner bases that is obtained by computing F with respect to a lexicographic ordering
probably contains a general error locator polynomial L(z) =

∏µ
l=1(z − αkl) of any BCH codes.

This research is focused on building system related to F in order to compute the general error
locator polynomial of BCH codes.

2 Orsini-Sala’s system

The locations and values of errors in a message can be computed using CRHT syndrome variety.
However, the system does not guarantee that every error location is distinct. Therefore, Orsini
and Sala add other equation to fix this problem. The equation is of the form,

χl,l̃ : zlzl̃p(n, zl, zl̃) = 0, 1 ≤ l < l̃ ≤ t (6)

Equation 6, together with equations in F then generate the ideal

I =
〈
fj , σj , ηi, λi, χl,l̃

∣∣∣ 1 ≤ j ≤ r, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, 1 ≤ l < l̃ ≤ t
〉
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which is used to compute the Gröbner bases to find the general error locator polynomial. Suppose
that GI is the reduced Gröbner bases of ideal I with respect to lexicographic ordering, then the
polynomial Lz(X, zt) ∈ GI is the general error locator polynomial of code C and is obtained by
using Orsini-Sala’s system I.

The following algorithm is developed by Orsini and Sala to compute error locations by sub-
stituting syndrome ~s to general error locator polynomial Lz(X, zt) ∈ GI and is used to decode
messages in the later system.

Algorithm 1 Orsini-Sala decoding algorithm

Input: ~s = (s1 . . . sr) and Lz(X, zt) =
t−1∑
i=0

ai(X)zit + ztt ∈ G

µ← t
while at−µ(~s) = 0 do

µ← µ− 1
end while

Output: µ and Lz(~s, zt)/(z
t−µ
t )

Note that the algorithm above is used to decode a code after it’s general error locator polynomial
is found. The general error locator polynomial is computed in the preprocessing of Orsini-Sala’s
method and is the main object in this research.

3 Fushisato’s system

General error locator polynomial of any BCH code C can be computed using Orsini-Sala’s system
I. However, the complexity of the computation of the Gröbner bases of any system depends on the
degrees of polynomials in the system. Thus, it follows that the computation time of the Gröbner
bases of Orsini-Sala’s system increases exponentially due to σj .

Modifying σj in Orsini-Sala’s system becomes the main problem in order to reduce the amount
of computation time since σj has the greatest degree among polynomials in the system. It is known
that polynomials having syndromes of type 0, αi, αi + αj ∈ Fqm are sufficient to correct errors in
2-error-correcting codes. To build polynomial with lower degree than σj , Fushisato proposes to
utilize the minimal polynomials mα(x) of every syndromes 0, αi, αi + αj ∈ Fqm . That is to take
least common multiple of all minimal polynomials of 0, αi, αi + αj ∈ Fqm . Denote the polynomial
by τj , then it can be written as

τj : lcm
{
mα(xj) | α ∈

{
0, αi1 , αi1 + αi2

}
⊆ Fqm

}
= 0

Denote Fushisato’s system formed by changing σj to τj by

J =
〈
fj , τj , ηi, λi, χl,l̃

∣∣∣ 1 ≤ j ≤ r, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, 1 ≤ l < l̃ ≤ t
〉
.

Theorem 3.1. The reduced Gröbner bases GJ of J with respect to a lexicographical ordering in-
cludes a general error locator polynomial for a 2-error-correcting BCH code C.

Proof. By using theorem 6.8 in [4], simply take Lz = g221(X, z) ∈ GJ as the general error locator
polynomial where g221(X, z) is a polynomial in GJ with leading term Lt(g221) = z22 and leading
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coefficient Lc(g221) = 1 since it satisfies the definition of general error locator polynomial.

Note that Fushisato’s system only works on 2-error-correcting codes.

4 t-error syndrome system

Recall the definition of errors and syndromes. Here is a solution set Sol considered as a set
containing syndromes associated to errors. Based on the definition, the following statements must
be satisfied.

1. If there are no errors, then 0 ∈ Fqm must be in Sol.

2. If there is 1 error occurs, then Sol must contain syndromes of type αi1 ∈ Fqm .

3. If there are 2 error occur, then Sol must contain syndromes of type αi1 + αi2 ∈ Fqm .

4. If there are 3 error occur, then Sol must contain syndromes of type αi1 + αi2 + αi3 ∈ Fqm .

5. If there are l error occur, then Sol must contain syndromes of type
l∑

j=1

αij ∈ Fqm .

Since t-error-correcting code means that it can correct up to t errors, it can be concluded that for
any t-error-correcting code, the set of all possible syndromes Sol can be written as

Sol = {0}
t⋃
l=1


l∑

j=1

αij

∣∣∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < il ≤ n− 1

 ⊆ Fqm

Definition 4.1. Let mα(x) be the minimal polynomial of a primitive nth root of unity α. For
any t-error-correcting BCH code C, the polynomial with minimum degree containing all possible
syndromes for the code in Sol is defined by

Ωj : lcm {mα(xj) | α ∈ Sol ⊆ Fqm} = 0

The polynomial Ωj defined in definition 4.1 can be written in simpler form

Ωj :
∏
α∈Sol

(x− α) = 0

so that it will be easier to compute.

Definition 4.2. The modified system of t-error-correcting codes formed by changing σj ∈ I to Ωj
is called t-error syndrome ideal and defined by

K =
〈
fj ,Ωj , ηi, λi, χl,l̃

∣∣∣ 1 ≤ j ≤ r, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, 1 ≤ l < l̃ ≤ t
〉
.

Theorem 4.3. The reduced Gröbner bases GK of K with respect to a lexicographical ordering
includes a general error locator polynomial for a t-error-correcting BCH code C.

Proof. By using theorem 6.8 in [4], simply take Lz = gtt1(X, z) ∈ GK as the general error locator
polynomial where gtt1(X, z) is a polynomial in GK with leading term Lt(gtt1) = ztt and leading
coefficient Lc(gtt1) = 1 since it satisfies the definition of general error locator polynomial.
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5 Computation results

Below are the results computed for some 3-error-correcting BCH codes using computer algebraic
system Risa/Asir.

1. n = 19,m = 18, SC = {1},

• Orsini-Sala’s system I:

– σj : x262144j − xj = 0,

– GB computation time: 26.1458 seconds,

• Modified system K:

– Ωj : x1160j + x1122j + x1008j + x970j + x856j + x818j + x780j + x742j + x704j + x666j + x628j +

x590j + x552j + x514j + x476j + x457j + x438j + x419j + x324j + x305j + x286j + x248j + x229j +

x172j + x153j + x39j + x20j + xj = 0,

– GB computation time: 1.18 seconds,

• general error locator polynomial :
Lz = z33 + x1z

2
3 + (x11421 + x11041 + x10661 + x10091 + x9901 + x9521 + x9331 + x9141 + x8761 +

x8571 +x8001 +x7811 +x7241 +x7051 +x6481 +x6291 +x5721 +x5531 +x4961 +x4771 +x4391 +x4201 +
x3821 + x3631 + x3251 + x2871 + x2681 + x2301 + x1921 + x1541 + x1161 + x21)z3 + x11431 + x11051 +
x10671 +x9911 +x9531 +x9151 +x8771 +x8201 +x8011 +x7441 +x7251 +x6681 +x6491 +x5921 +x5731 +
x5161 + x4971 + x4211 + x4021 + x3831 + x3071 + x2881 + x2691 + x2121 + x1171 + x981 + x791 + x601 .

2. n = 37,m = 36, SC = {1},

• Orsini-Sala’s system I:

– deg (σj) = 68719476736,

– GB computation time: almost impossible to compute the Gröbner bases of this
system,

• Modified system K:

– deg (Ωj) = 8474,

– GB computation time: 216.644 seconds,

• general error locator polynomial :
Lz = z33 + x1z

2
3 + (x84381 + x84011 + x83641 + x82531 + x82161 + x81791 + x80681 + x80311 + x79941 +

x79201 +x78831 +x77351 +x76981 +x76611 +x75501 +x73651 +x72911 +x70691 +x70321 +x69951 +x69581 +
x68471 +x68101 +x67361 +x65511 +x64401 +x64031 +x63661 +x62551 +x61811 +x61071 +x60701 +x60331 +
x59961 +x59221 +x58481 +x57741 +x57001 +x55521 +x54781 +x54411 +x54041 +x53671 +x52931 +x51451 +
x51081 +x50711 +x49231 +x48491 +x47381 +x47011 +x46271 +x45901 +x45161 +x44791 +x43681 +x42571 +
x41461 +x41091 +x40351 +x39981 +x39611 +x39241 +x38871 +x38501 +x38131 +x37021 +x36281 +x35911 +
x34431 +x34061 +x32951 +x32581 +x30731 +x30361 +x29621 +x29251 +x28881 +x28511 +x28141 +x27401 +
x27031 +x25551 +x23701 +x22961 +x21851 +x21111 +x20741 +x20371 +x20001 +x19631 +x18891 +x18151 +
x15561 +x14451 +x14081 +x13711 +x12971 +x12601 +x12231 +x11121 +x10381 +x9641 +x9271 +x8901 +
x7421 +x6681 +x6311 +x5571 +x5201 +x2981 +x2611 +x2241 +x1871 +x761 +x21)z3 +x84391 +x83651 +
x80691 + x79951 + x79581 + x78841 + x78471 + x77731 + x77361 + x75141 + x74771 + x73291 + x72551 +
x71811 + x71441 + x71071 + x70701 + x70331 + x69961 + x68851 + x68481 + x66631 + x65151 + x64781 +
x64411 +x64041 +x63301 +x61451 +x61081 +x60341 +x59231 +x58861 +x55901 +x55531 +x54791 +x53311 +
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x52571 +x52201 +x49981 +x49611 +x49241 +x48871 +x48501 +x47761 +x47021 +x46651 +x46281 +x44431 +
x44061 +x43691 +x43321 +x42951 +x42581 +x42211 +x41841 +x41101 +x40731 +x39991 +x37401 +x37031 +
x36661 +x36291 +x33701 +x33331 +x32961 +x31481 +x30741 +x30371 +x30001 +x29261 +x28891 +x28151 +
x26301 +x25931 +x25561 +x25191 +x24081 +x22601 +x22231 +x21491 +x20751 +x20011 +x19641 +x18901 +
x18531 +x17421 +x17051 +x16681 +x15941 +x15201 +x14831 +x14461 +x13351 +x12981 +x11871 +x11131 +
x10021 +x8911 +x8541 +x8171 +x7431 +x6691 +x4841 +x3731 +x3361 +x2991 +x2621 +x1881 +x771 +x401 .

3. n = 61,m = 60, SC = {1},

• Orsini-Sala’s system I:

– deg (σj) = 1152921504606846976,

– GB computation time: almost impossible to compute the Gröbner bases of this
system,

• Modified system K:

– deg (Ωj) = 37882,

– GB computation time: 1564.78 seconds,

• The general error locator polynomial is a huge polynomial.

6 Summary

The system K is sufficient to obtain the general error locator polynomial of t-error-correcting
BCH codes since Ωj ∈ K contain all possible syndromes for the codes. In this paper, the general
error locator polynomial of 3-error-correcting BCH codes can be obtained and the amount of
computation time of the lexicographic Gröbner bases is greatly reduced.
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